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The Nepalese Khukuri

The Nepalese Khukuri- A definition and
introduction.
A khukuri is defined by the Merriam Webster dictionary as being “a curved short
sword with a broad blade used especially by Gurkha”. While this definition may
serve to give a general idea of what a khukuri is, it does very little in asserting
what separates the khukuri from many other knives, be it a design element,
construction process or particular use.
The khukuri is perhaps the most famous member of a family of knives known as
recurved blades. Recurved knives are typically single edged blades, with a cutting
edge that sweeps in and then out again in a vague S shape. This design has been
developed independently in many different places worldwide with the actual
feature of the recurved cutting edge being favoured for a multitude of reasons. A recurved blade allows
for a longer overall cutting edge over a blade of the same length, this allows for more effective slashing
and more devastating draw cuts. Examples of blades that use a recurved cutting edge for this reason
include the German Flamberge and the Balinese Kris, both double edged recurve blades.

Flamberge

A recurved blade also allows for ease of cutting through flexible materials as the area of the blade where it
begins to sweep outwards effectively works as one giant serration. Examples of knives which utilise this
include the Brush axe and many seafaring knives designed for cutting ropes.
Kris

Finally, a recurved blade with a bent point results in more mass being near the tip of the blade without
increasing overall length or material. This gives the blade a large amount of momentum when swung, in fact, many
recurve blades can swing and slash with the power of blades twice their length, making them devastating in combat
and also very efficient at cutting wood, similar to a tomahawk. Examples of knives which utilise this feature are the
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Greek Kopis and the Chinese Ram Dao.
kopis

The Nepalese Khukuri however, makes use of all these features in its design. In fact, when looking at the designs of
various other recurved blades from in and around Nepal, they all seem very similar, with only hints at what
distinguishes these various blade types.
In reality it is not so much the blade shape of the Khukuri that defines it, but the innate historical and cultural
associations that exist both within its native Nepal and around the world that takes what is essentially a wonky knife
and transforms it into a venerable Khukuri.

The khukuri as a Symbolic Object:

Ram Dao

Cho

Khukuris are inherently symbolic objects as many of their design features are purely for symbolic purposes, with some of
these traditional ornamentations going back so far that nobody is quite sure what they represent.
Cho- A semicircular notch with a single thin tooth cut into the blade just in front of the handle. Many different layers of
meaning. Symbolises the crescent moon and sun, both of which are national symbols of Nepal, a cow's hoof ( a sacred
animal in Hinduism) and the genitals of the Hindu gods of power and destruction
Butt cap- To protect the end-grain on the wooden handle and to provide a hard surface for pommel strikes, shaped like an
eye. The eye in question is the eye of Buddha, as seen on many Buddhist temples and indicative of the unique blend
of Hinduism and Buddhism which exists within Nepal.
Sword of Shiva/Finger of strength/Red Feather - A complex engraving travelling up the spine of the knife on many
khukuris, often filled with brass wire. Called by many names, but thought to focus the energy contained within the
engraving to the knife; feather for speed, finger for power, sword for sharpness etc
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Rings on handle- The symbolic meaning of these rings has been lost in time, but they still remain there causing blisters for the hands of
westerners.
The khukuri is especially well suited to being used during animal sacrifice due to the symbolic nature of the blade's construction. As pointed
out in Claudia Muller-Ebeling's Shamanism and Tantra in the Himalayas (2002) “The dagger itself represents the three worlds: the blade is
the heavens, the handle is the earth, the end is the underworld. The blade is considered to be Shiva as well, while the handle is Shakti and the
end is Bindu. The khukuri is therefore the ideal sacrificial knife. With it, man cuts the life of the sacrificial animal and connects it with the
cosmos, and with myself. Our life is likewise on a razors edge...''
The khukuri itself is predominantly a Nepalese Nationalistic symbol, embodying the history of the
country and its unique culture.The khukuri has been in existence for longer than Nepal itself, but the
histories of the knife, the Ghurkha and the country are intertwined beyond separation.
Nepal was united in 1768 by the Ghorkhali Army a force of hill people hailing from Ghorka led by
Prithvi Naryan Shah, the first king of Nepal. These men were the first Ghurkha and wielded into battle
the traditional utility knife of that region, the khukuri. The courage of these men and the ease at which
any peasant could be recruited and instantly use his formidable knife with great skill against a foe led the
Ghorkali army to overrun much of Northern India and even Burma. This caused great strain between
Nepal and the British East India Trading Company, leading the British to declare war on the ghorkali
army in 1814. During this time, the Nepalese forces fought with an honour and courage that the British
hadn't expected and after the peace treaty was signed, many of these soldiered were permitted to join the
British forces as Ghurkha mercenaries.
As mercenaries, they fought for the British against the Indians in the Sepoy rebellion under Jung Bahadur
in 1857. Over the next 150 years, the Ghurkha would be present in every major conflict and the majority
of minor ones as well, earning a reputation throughout the world as being fearless, loyal and capable of
enduring great hardship, such as the conditions faced at Ypres and Gallipoli, where they arrived earlier
than the anzacs, took the most ground and then took the risk of being the last to leave. All this time they
spread the culture of Nepal throughout the world and traded khukuris with the locals.
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The ghurkas became a huge source of national pride for the Nepalese, and became entwined with
their cultural narrative and folklore just as much as the knives they carried and the songs in their
hearts. It should be noted though, that while Ghurkha may have brought fame to the Khukuri and
Nepal, that there are few sights more ubiquitous with Nepal than that of a villager with a khukuri
tucked into his sash picking his way through dense scrub. Used by all members of Nepalese society
in one way or another, it was the ultimate all round tool, being used to clear paths, hunt, skin animals,
prepare food, process firewood and even to open cans or dig holes in the ground, all tasks which it
completes with unparalleled ease.
This universal appeal throughout Nepalese society, innate historical and cultural value and unique,
striking shape have ensured that it is one of the most powerful national icons of modern times.
For many Ghurkhas, especially those on pensions in England, the Khukuri represents the negative
side of colonialism, where they were repeatedly entreated to fight in a war between two countries that
Nepal had no business in and were then neglected or ignored completely when it came to internal
disputes caused by British rule.
Similarly, to Nepalese ex-pats the khukuri represents globalisation as the knife is the means to which
Nepal spread out into the world. It also serves to symbolise Cultural Appropriation of a sort, where
the entire culture has been condensed crudely into a specific object, similar to how Americans
“embrace” St Patrick’s day. So do Americans “embrace” the khukuri.
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The Khukuri as a Ritual object:

Kamis forging in the traditional manner.

The very process of creating a traditional Nepalese Khukuri is a ritual in itself.
Hand forged by a team of up to four Kamis (blacksmiths) out of recycled
railway track and truck leaf springs, the high quality 5160 steel that results is
amongst the toughest knife steels in in the world. The blades are differentially
hardened like a katana, but with a slightly different method. Instead of having
clay applied to the blade, a skilled Kami will pour water onto the blade edge
from a teapot. The blade gets harder where water touches, with more water
meaning a harder area. This means that the knife can have a very hard and
sharp cutting edge, while retaining a flexible spine for durability.
The blade is then narrowed into a thin, tapered tang and pushed into a block of
rosewood or a slab of buffalo horn in such a way that it burns itself in tightly.
The handle is then filed to shape by hand and a brass butt cap is hammered to
shape and attached. The blade is then ground sharp with a grindstone made
from Himalayan river sand and Laha, an adhesive sap coming from local trees
and lightly polished. It is at this point that the blade is blessed, giving power to
the symbolic ornamentation on the blade and making it a true khukuri.
This blessing ranges from a short phrase uttered before the knife is packed
away, to a large ceremony where the khukuris are piled up and blessed with
blood cut from the fingers of the kamis that made the knives and a Ghurkha’s
blood for fighting spirit. For very high quality khukuris like Royal Kothimoras,
these blessings are performed by a high priest.
The khukuri is also used in the focus of many different rituals within Nepal. It
is used during marriage ceremonies as part of the groom's formal dress, the
giving of a khukuri as a mark of a boy becoming a man, a man's khukuri is
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often buried with him after he dies to ensure that he is abolished of all his
earthly sins, but most importantly, it is utilised during ritual sacrifice.
Ritual sacrifice is commonplace in Nepal, where it is performed under the
name Puja as an offering to a deity, or significant person. Many things are
sacrificed, including water, flowers and pots, but for special occasions larger
sacrifices are used including live animal sacrifice. Such animals include
Chickens, Goats, pigs and even Water Buffalo, which require special 36 inch
long two handed “buff head” khukuris.
These khukuris need to be large in order to decapitate the beast in one blow. If
it takes more than one strike then it means that there will be a year of bad luck.
Such special occasions include the Gadhimai Festival, the largest animal
sacrifice in the world as well as during the entirety of Dashain, a fortnight long
festival in which families get together and routinely feast as well as sacrificing
many animals to ensure that all facets of life run smoothly, from things like the
weather to ensuring that farm machinery doesn't break down.

Buff head Khukuri

The Khukuri as a Status Symbol:
Up until the 1960's, carrying of a khukuri was a required by law for all Nepalese citizens and it
was in this time that the Khukuri flourished as a signifier of status as well as of background.
Khukuris have always had variations in design from region to region to region, beginning with
three different regional designs in the 1600's to there being more than 60 at the beginning of the
20th century, such as the Chitlange variant from the Chitlang region. This variation meant that by
merely glancing at a khukuri, a person could learn about the wearer in quite a bit of detail, with
the knife's general design displaying geographical background and the embedded information
within that, the amount of wear demonstrating how much manual labour the wearer performed
and the fineness of materials and workmanship displaying wealth, power and status.
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Nepal has a strong caste system which continues today. It consists of four major classes, or Varnas, with various subcategories within that.
Many with specialised khukuris, like the Rajabar Khukuri which is used exclusively by the Royal Family and high level royal guards, while
the Untouchables were not allowed to carry khukuris at all and Brahim (the priest and scholar class) could choose not to wear one.
Furthermore, general status could be ascertained by the length of a khukuri's handle, with a farm labourer having the shortest handled knife
and the current king having an incredibly elongated handle. In current society, the caste system is more relaxed and citizens are not required
to wear a khukuri at all times, however many households choose to display such identifying khukuris about their homes as a mark of pride, a
practice also commonly applied to Regimental Kothimoras, which are khukuris presented as gifts to citizens who have served with the
military and which command great respect.

The Khukuri and Western society:
It took many years for the khukuri to gain recognition outside of India and Nepal, but over time it found a
place in western consciousness, influencing knife design, literature, video games, film and media. Perhaps
most importantly though, these western perceptions of a khukuri have begun to influence not only the design
of traditional Nepalese Khukuris but the very identity of the knife and as a result, Nepal itself.
From the very first encounters that westerners had with khukuris, they were imitated. Soldiers created rough
replicas in the field and as the knife became more well known, multiple models designed as souvenirs were
developed and marketed as cheap tourist souvenirs. When soldiers got a hold of real Nepalese Khukuris, such
as those issued to Canadian scouts and snipers, they got a real sense of the knife's capabilities. This newfound appreciation sparked a sudden interest from custom knife makers in Recurve geometries, leading to a
renaissance of sorts with many iconic knives being created as a result, including the Carolina Chainsaw, and
the Emerson Commander.

Tourist catalogue from during the
British Raj.

The first khukuris that were produced in large numbers outside of Nepal were in South Africa, where miniature khukuris of no more than 6
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inches long were produced in massive amounts under the name “Biltong khukuri”,
named after the traditional south African knife for cutting dried meat. These were
a great success and popularised all forms of khukuri in South Africa. Many begin
to experiment with the traditional design and it was Lasher Tools who first found
great success through applying the cutting dynamics of a Nepalese Khukuri with
the construction processes and materials used in factory made agricultural
machetes.
These resulting Khukuri Machetes were not as thick or durable as Nepalese
khukuris, but were lighter, could be swung at higher speeds for cutting through
flexible materials and most importantly, were much cheaper. These general
purpose tools were incredibly successful, spawning a flood of different designs as
huge corporations tried to capture their share of the market, while also introducing
parts of the world to khukuris that had not previously been exposed. In order to
differentiate between Khukuris and these Machetes, and alternate spelling began
to be used for these western made khukuris- “Kukris”. Similarly, any kukri which
deviated too far from the Khukuri formula was known as a KLO (Khukuri like
object).
Bob Loveless was one such custom knifemaker during the renaissance mentioned
above, viewed by many to be the most influential and innovative figure in knife
design in the 20th century. He invented and popularised the drop point knife, the use
of Micarta as a handle material, but most importantly developed and popularised the
Full Tang method of handle construction where two slabs of the knife's handle are
screwed or pinned directly onto the tang for maximum strength.
This method of handle construction eventually made its way to Nepal, where various
manufacturers adapted this method for their heavy use khukuris. This led to a slow
but sure shift away from traditional khukuri designs and construction methods to
modernised designs aimed at western markets and targeting such western design
trends like Tactical and Apocalypse.
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These designs, while undoubtedly bastardisations of the traditional Nepalese
Khukuri, have been very successful financially and in terms of design, with
khukuris being created that are more durable and effective than ever before.
However, this western influence also has a negative side. In order to differentiate
their own traditional Khukuris from Chinese made KLO's, and also to cater to a
western bushcraft market where a lot of log splitting takes place, Nepalese
manufacturers began to increase the thickness of their traditional designs to the
point where they no longer serve the purpose that they did originally.
This was the first of many traditions to be warped by western influence.
Misunderstandings, rumours and outright fabrications about the mythology
A so called “tactical”
khukuri. This aesthetic
surrounding the khukuri have been repeated so often by westerners that some of
is intended to imitate
these fallacies have become an accepted part of the Khukuri's identity. Many of
black ops gear.
these are ridiculous, like the suggestion that the Cho on a khukuri is designed to
be a makeshift sight for when the khukuri is thrown (something that a Ghurkha
would never dream of doing), but others are more credible, like that the Cho is designed to a catch and stop an opponents blade mid parry,
that the Cho is a blood drip designed to keep blood off the hand in combat and that once unsheathed, a khukuri must draw blood before it is
returned, even if it is the blood of the owner. These last two in particular are so prevalent that they are repeated everywhere and accepted as
fact, from wikipedia to the actual information pages on Nepalese sites dedicated to khukuris and on Nepal’s own tourism websites.
The wide spread acceptance of these “facts” within Nepal poses a serious threat to the identity of the khukuri. If the knife must draw blood
before being re sheathed, then it adds to the growing notion that the khukuri is purely a weapon of war, or a knife involved in ritual sacrifice,
not the rough dependable and humble workhorse which the people of Nepal chose to symbolise all they stand for.
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The Khukuri in Pop Culture:
Media:
In September 2010, a Ghurkha was sleeping on a train from Ranchi to Pokhra on leave when he was awoken by a
band of over 30 armed bandits robbing the passengers on the train. In his pyjamas, he shouted to them that he was a
Ghurkha but they still refused to stop, merely giving him space. It wasn't until he saw one sexually assault a nearby
female passenger that he drew his khukuri and fought back. He killed 3 bandits and wounded 8 more, forcing the
bandits to flee the scene. This particular story did a great job of injecting new life into the Ghurkha Legend and did
wonders for sales of khukuris worldwide.

Literature:
In Bram Stoker's Dracula (1897), Johnathan Harker uses a khukuri to slay all of Dracula's brides and with the aid of
his friend Quincey Morris, defeats Dracula by slashing his throat with a khukuri while stabbing him through the heart
with a Bowie knife, not with a stake through the heart as popularly believed. This is the first major mention of the
khukuri in literature and a very high profile mention at that.

Film:
In the Austin Powers series, a recurring villain is that of the eccentric and seemingly indestructible
henchman named Mustafa. In “The Spy who Shagged Me” (1997), Mustafa brandishes a khukuri, lets
out a blood curdling cry and runs at Austin powers before being disarmed.
In Halo Reach, Emile is a psychologically unbalanced and ultra violent super soldier who wields a
khukuri in a chest mounted rig. Similarly in One piece, (1999) Helmeppo the flamboyant pirate wields
two khukuris at once in order to dispatch his foes. All three of these examples reinforce a connotation
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that Khukuris have in popular culture, namely that people who carry khukuris are psychotic,
eccentric badarses. The khukuri is a great weapon for this type of character because of its unique
styling, frenzied style in combat and remnants of the Ghurkha Legend and the crazy acts
entailed therein, all of which rub off onto the character.
In Resident Evil (2002), the movie adoption of the popular video game series, the main character
Alice uses dual wielded khukuris to dispatch all manner of zombies and bioengineered horrors
in a stylish and very effective manner. This popularised the khukuri as a standard weapon in a
zombie apocalypse scenario, alongside the classics like a sawn off shotgun, katana and
chainsaw. In the late 2000's, there was a surge of interest in people who actually plan for a
Zombie Apocalypse, partially due to a high saturation of zombie related media and partially due
to a primal escapism and desire to return to a simpler and more rugged way of life that verges on
anarchism. These people purchased khukuris in large numbers, large enough in fact to start a
trend of styling knives as though they're intended for an actual zombie apocalypse.

Video games:
In Valve's Team Fortress 2, the Sniper character carries a khukuri as a backup weapon. The use
of a khukuri matches his character in that he is basically a highly exaggerated version of Mick
Dundee from the Crocodile Dundee series and a khukuri is a more extreme version of the Bowie
knife from the movie series, with the Sniper even occasionally saying “That's not a knife, THIS
is a knife!” just to hammer the point home. This is another example of khukuris being used to
demonstrate the same badarse archetypal character mentioned earlier.
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Personal Reflections:
I love the Nepalese Khukuri. I come from the rural town of Albury, seemingly as far removed both geographically and culturally from Nepal
as possible. However, during the Nepalese Civil War from 1996-2006, Albury had a huge influx of Nepali refugees, indeed so much so, that
the second most spoken language in Albury became Nepali.
Throughout my childhood and teenage years I was surrounded by little hints of
this hidden culture, obscured by that of a normal country town. The Nepalese
school kids would disappear from school intermittently, sometimes for weeks at
a time. The Nepalese kids would only drink from the bubblers at school and if
they ever drank from cups, they'd be the disposable kind which would be
thrown away afterwards. The thing that intrigued me the most though, was the
mystical khukuri. When the boys at school bragged about the coolest, manliest
thing they owned, the Nepalese boys would always bring up their various
khukuris. One boy had a knife that had a silver sheath which had been blessed
by a Nepalese priest. Another had an old worn khukuri that his father had used
in his time as a Ghurkha, claiming it had killed three men and could decapitate
a goat in a single blow. Why anyone would want to do that to a goat was a
mystery, but it was so cool that it was only beaten in the “coolness” stakes by
the Laser Pistol that my dad invented in the weapons department of the CSIRO.
My dad did not work at the CSIRO. He drew up maps for a living.

Australia day in Albury.

This was of course where my interest in khukuris and perhaps even my infatuation with knives stemmed from. Nostalgia aside, I still see the
khukuri as a very significant object. As a knife it is exceptional. Its fearsome reputation in combat is only surpassed by the Japanese Katana,
but unlike the katana, which requires constant care and would buckle at the mere suggestion of manual labour, the khukuri will tear into hard
work fearlessly in the hands of the Ghurkha or the Villager, something I can appreciate greatly. I think the most significant thing about the
khukuri is of how innately tied to the cultural narrative of Nepal. Is there any other object so intrinsically linked to a people, their history and
their culture on so many levels? I can think of none.
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That was part of the reason why I chose the khukuri as the subject for this semiotic analysis, the other being the complete disrespect and
contempt that my field of interest has been greeted with during my brief time in the industrial design course thus far. When presenting our
favourite designs to the class in Studio, my favourite design, a beautiful minimalistic folding knife by Tom Hitchcock was met with an
awkward silence and murmurs, before my tutor hurriedly switched the vile image of a KNIFE of all things over to the next slide of yet
another retched, unnecessary bloody car design.
I feel it stems from ignorance. As aspiring industrial designers, when they use a knife to cut vegetables, surely their minds start to run with
possible improvements and alternative designs that could make the job at hand easier? But this does not occur. Our culture seems struck with
the duality of a knife, stunned by its potential as both weapon and tool and leaves with the impression that a knife is something of a necessary
evil.
Not the Nepalese though, as they have embedded in their culture what is in my opinion the finest example of all a knife can be, the finest
example of what any object can ever hope to become.
The Khukuri.
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